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ABSTRACT  
 

This paper suggests the migration of tree to ring topology to enable the signal flow continuously in the case 
of failure occurs specifically in random or scattered placement topology. Our proposal is the first reported up to 
this time in which the upstream signal flows in anticlockwise in ring topology when the restoration scheme 
activated. The research highlights on restoration scheme proposed against failure in working line at the drop 
region for Fiber-to-the Home (FTTH) with a passive optical network (PON). The migration protection is 
activated when major breakdown occurs to the original tree based architecture. FTTH based network design is 
simulated by using OptiSystem 7.0 in order to investigate the impact of single amplifier applied to the system  
by observing the received power, OSNR and achievable node. The results obtained will be the preliminary 
design towards to have quality signal at the end of the final node. 
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Introduction 

 
Toward achieving survivable FTTH-PON network have require two major fibers placed on both lines which 

are located in the tree and ring network (Ab-Rahman et al, 2011a; Ab-Rahman et al, 2011b). Every linear path 
(tree lines), the working lines would be duplicated with the protection line. Protection line will be used in the 
event of any failure at the working line. In some references, ring line is also equipped with two lines for each 
optical node that is working line and protection line. In our  point of view when tree-ring combination protection 
scheme solution the optical signal will have four alternative routes that have been chosen to carry out the optical 
signals to transfer to each receiver. Therefore in our proposal, the downstream signal will go through the main 
fiber in a linear path (tree line) and the signal goes through an optical splitter, to distribute power into multiple 
recipients. Hence, under normal conditions without failure, the optical signal flows through the working line, but 
if failure occurs in working line, protection line will be activated. Subsequently, the signal enters the optical 
coupler and a signal in here will be divided according to the percentage of 1-n% for the pass signal component; 
n% is the portion of drop signal component. The drop signal will be dropped directly to the recipient. Elliot 
wave (Prechter (1994), explained about zigzag theory that being used for mechanism protection with various 
fall-outs (multi drop) by connecting every working and protection line in CAPU (Customer Access Protection 
Unit) the authors group designed. According to Aziz et al, 2009, CAPU is a protection against fiber fault in fiber 
line that will also being placed in customer end-user in order to perform as the smart restoration if there is 
uncertainty of fiber cut occurring in distribution region. There are two types of designed CAPU. The first is to 
encounter fault in ordered placement architecture and the later is discussed in this paper which is suitable for 
scattered placement architecture (Ab-Rahman et al, 2010). Figure 1 shows two restoration scheme proposed to 
cater the breakdown problem occurs in the FTTH-PON. In tree topology, each line connected to ONU is 
installed with pair fiber. If the working line fails, the traffic will be switch to the protection (stand by) fiber 
(Figure 1 a). If the major problem happens in the network such as cable cut, device dysfunction and others, the 
only way is migrating the topology from tree to ring by means of migrated protection as shown in Figure 1b. 

Even according to IEEE 803 there is no amplifier in FTTH-PON network but when extra feature is added to 
enhance the excellency therefore more optical power is needed to compensate the loss and better quality of 
signal received. In our proposal, we propose the migration protection which is activated when major damage 
occurs in original tree based FTTH-PON network especially in the case the premises house are arrange 
randomly. Therefore another standby network will take place the traffic managment and at the same time ensure 
the signal flow continously to the users. This feature has give the quality of service provided by telco service 
provider. In this paper we will obserce the impact of single installation of SOA to the ring based network 
architecture. 
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Fig. 1: Two restoration schemes are proposed and be activated according to the types of failure in FTTH-PON 

a) Linear Protection (b) Migrate Protection. 
 
Amplifiers Added To The System: 

 
The distance of the system has been assigned as in the Figure 3. The main reason of having various distance 

is that the scattered residential did not have a fix distance. The distance may vary between the nodes. 
The Figure 3 shows the distance set for fiber in between each Hybrid CAPU in the system. The distances 

are varying to shows the arrangement of premises is in random behavior. 
From the Figure 4, it shows that both signals reached the last node even though the losses of the signal are 

high. According the figure has shown the signal for first six nodes started decreasingly until-38.1973dBm and -
38.4104dBm for both 1550nm and 1490nm respectively. But at node 7 the power of the signal has been 
amplified and the value are 7.58501dBm and 7.55574dBm for 1550nm and 1490nm respectively. The current 
injection used was 0.65A. The application of the SOA in the network has improved and restored 12 other nodes. 
Therefore the network designer needs also to consider the Booster to avoid any signal decrease at early 
transmission. 
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Fig. 2: Block diagram of system with amplifier allocated in between node 6 and node 7. 
 

 
 
Fig. 3: Distance between each ONU in the system. 

 
The signal power and the noise power from the figure 5.18 have shown the big difference in values. This 

has leads the OSNR to the positive value. It shows that the signal received by the subscriber is clear. The lowest 
OSNR values are 31.9168 dB. This value measured at the last node. The highest value of the OSNR is 
75.6768dB, which measured at node 1. At node 27th the value of the OSNR has decreased to below 40dB but its 
value are above than 20dB. 
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Fig. 4: Signal Power for 1550nm and 1490nm with 1 amplifier added to the system with 0.65A of current 

injected to the SOA. 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 5: 18 Comparison between the Signal power and Noise power and the OSNR of the 1490nm (Single 

amplifier with inline application). 
 

Conclucion: 
 
As a conclusion, design protection for applications in scattered placements has been developed and analysis 

carried out by simulation. The design consists of an optical node as an additional element that is used to come 
out with the protection scheme in order to repair the three levels of failure in fiber line. The combination of the 
ring and tree topology have been used in this design to reach a better design protection. So, there are two ways 
that signal would pass which is linear and ring path as an alternative route in case of fiber failure.  The 
achievable node is 3 in condition of without Booster and increase to 10 when Booster is inserted in the system at 
sensitivity –30dBm consideration. 
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